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Your Safari Experience Simplified
Before . . . During . . . After

the best job in the world
Here at African Sporting Creations, we think we have the best job in the world. We get to create,

find and sample an amazing variety of top-shelf safari-related items. But the best part of it is
getting to talk to you about how our products helped make a hunt more enjoyable or transformed
a special room. While we started out with just one product, our vision has always been to become
the ultimate resource for hunters who feel more alive on safari than anywhere else. Whether you
need to be completely outfitted for your safari or simply want
to weave the fabric of the African experience into your lifestyle
when you return, we have you covered.
From start to finish, we have all the products you need plus
answers to your questions. Now you can buy the airlineapproved rifle case to pack for your trip, get your Craig
Boddington safari books and DVDs for the flight over and
back, and secure the very best custom-made and branded gear
to ensure an enjoyable, safe and successful hunt. When it is
Mike Rogers after a
successful hunt
all over, you can bring the allure of Africa into your everyday
life with our large assortment of african jewelry, full range of
British campaign furniture and our unmatched collection of antique african spears and shields.
So if you are looking for something special for yourself or someone
else, give us a try. You won’t be disappointed. Call us with any
questions or to place an order.
The products showcased in this catalog represent a small sampling
of our total offering. To see more, please visit our recently updated
website.
Good hunting!

Elisabeth & Jim

Craig Boddington
in Pakistan

www.AfricanSC.com or (419) 529-5599

“Like so many successful businesses, this venture came about as a result of someone’s personal passion.
Whether you are a hunter or huntress or just a romantic about all things Africa, you owe it to yourself to
investigate African Sporting Creations and the many interesting products they offer.”
~ Randy Rieman, Contributor at Large for Dakota Magazine

Gift SERVICE

Looking for a special gift? We can help! Give us a
call at (419) 529-5599 and let us do the work for
you. Relax and enjoy the holidays knowing you
have found the perfect gift for the hunter in your
life.

a note about our product Warranties

While our company has changed considerably since we began, our
focus on you - the customer - has never wavered. We still offer the
very best warranty in the business. Simply stated, if you buy it from
us and are not satisfied, return the item and we will fix it with our
compliments, replace it or refund your money. One of the advantages of only offering the very best products is that our returns and
repairs are negligible. We have sold hundreds of shooting sticks in
the past seven years but only three sets have ever been returned (for
repairs that would have damage steel shafts).

Gray’s Best

Speaking of our shooting sticks, this year
they won the most coveted award in the
industry: a Gray’s Best. It was incredibly
rewarding to receive this recognition for
the product upon which our company was founded. Our shooting
sticks are made right here in our little shop in Ohio, and we are very
proud of their unsurpassed quality and workmanship. That level of
quality is the benchmark against which we measure all of the products we offer.

two easy ways to Order

You pick whichever way is most convenient.
1. Online at www.africansc.com
2. Call your order in at (419) 529-5599
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A Note About Shipping

We try to charge as close to our
actual costs as possible. Please note
oversized charges apply to some of
the bigger, longer and bulkier items.

“I returned home after weeks abroad and found all my orders waiting for me. I could not be more
pleased. Everything is just perfect! The gun rack looks great-the wood is magnificent. The Rhodesian Teak cane stand is every bit worthy of the beautifully scrimshawed “Big Five” cane. The zebra
skin pillows will add just the right finishing touch. Once the room is finished I will send photos.
Thank you for such fine products. The workmanship and materials are all first-class!”
~ Tom A, Sacramento, CA
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travel gear & packs
TUFFPAK® cases

Tuffpak Cases are the incognito, guaranteed-for-life protection for all
your guns and gear. The Original will carry up to 3 scoped rifles or 5
shotguns up to 50” long and is also ideal for traveling with golf clubs or
fishing rods. The Take Down case was designed for takedown rifles and
shotguns with plenty of room for extra barrels and gear. It has a slightly
larger diameter than the Original model but measures just 34” from top
to bottom. Original: $375
Take Down: $375

Cape buffalo scoped rifle or
side-by-side shotgun case

Original
Take Down

Cape buffalo hide displays a unique texture different from any other leather.
Our cases are beautifully made with a suede lining over high-density foam
padding, wraparound handles, and a heavy-duty YKK zipper. The S x S
shotgun case features a rectangular cup in the tip to prevent the muzzles from
twisting sideways. Both styles provide protective flaps for the muzzle and stock.
Specify scoped rifle (pictured) or S x S shotgun. $349

Scoped Rifle Case

Camelbak® hydration packs

Camelbak was the original hands-free hydration
system. These packs feature Quiet Cloth construction and are extremely comfortable to wear
all day. We offer 3 sizes in Real Tree AP HD camouflage. The large version carries 100 oz. of water,
and the other two hold 70 oz. If you are hunting Africa during the dry season you need one
of these on your back! Commander XT -$129
Striker XT-$79 Raider-$59

Commander XT

Striker XT

Raider

Safari Canvas Luggage

These beautiful pieces are made by the same company that handcrafts our British Campaign Furniture.
The canvas wears like iron and looks great too, especially when accented with extra thick, vegetablecured leather. Every item is handmade, one at a time, by exceptionally skilled artisans in South Africa.
Order your assortment of pieces today and enjoy them on your next adventure.
Bulawayo Bag -$499
Short Safari Duffel-$249
African Ranch Bag-$199
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Bulawayo Bag

Short Safari Duffel

Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

African Ranch Bag

african SHOOTING STICKS
Premium Grade Features

Choose from three exotic woods

Zebra Tops

Morado, Leopardwood, Jatoba
Noise Bumpers

Aluminum Connectors

Sharpened Bottoms

Dad cutting &
inspecting bumpers

Premium Grade

These handcrafted, take-down shooting sticks are the same ones that received the coveted Gray’s Best award and
that travel everywhere with Craig Boddington. They combine positive-locking aluminum connectors, extremely
rigid, kiln- dried exotic wood shafts and eye-catching zebra tops for unmatched performance and visual appeal.
They are also the quietest sticks on the market due to the noise suppression bumpers on the connectors and sharpened wood bottoms that eliminate any metallic noises. The connector is milled out of a solid block of aircraft aluminum and has three points of contact for unmatched rigidity and strength. Make them even more special by having your
name (or a lucky recipient’s) engraved on the connectors for an additional fee. Heavy-duty canvas case included. Use the
same sticks the best known PH’s in the business rely on season after season! $349

		

“Back from Africa. Your sticks worked wonderfully. I never could have made
the demanding 150 yard shot on my trophy kudu using the sticks in camp. I’ll
send some pictures of me shooting the kudu and buff off of them in a few days.”
~ Larry Chesney
Managing Editor, Sporting Classics Magazine

Entry Level Shooting Sticks

You get the same attention to detail we offer on all our products but we simplify the construction and the copper friction-fit connector to make this model more affordable. Not
as rigid or durable as our Premium offering but these beautiful sticks are made from Black
Walnut and incorporate many features not found anywhere else. Heavy-duty canvas case
included. $199
Entry Level

Shooting Sticks

“Received my Leopardwood Sticks and
your photos and description do not do
them justice. Beautiful!
~ J.P. Hall
Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599
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binos and books
Swarovski® binoculars

Swarovski sets the gold standard for binoculars and we offer them in two magnification
levels in two styles. Choose the lightweight and compact EL series or the SLC series that
incorporates new ergonomic finger grooves and thumb depressions for ease of handling.

EL 8.5 x 42 $2,110

SLC 8 x 30 $1,211

EL 10 x 42 $2,188

SLC 10 x 50 $2,055

Safari Books and DVD’s

Nothing gets you into the safari spirit like a good hardcover book or DVD. Learn expert tips on shot
placement, trophy judging and more from best sellers by Craig Boddington and Dr. Kevin “Doctari” Robertson.
Author		Title 				Format	Price
Boddington
Buffalo!			
Book		
$40
Boddington
Safari Rifles II		
Book
$50
Robertson		
The Perfect Shot (large) Book		
$65
Robertson		
The Perfect Shot (mini) Book		
$18
Robertson		
Buffalo: Shot Placement Book		
$60
Boddington
Boddington on Elephant DVD		
$40
Boddington
Tracks Across Africa I
DVD		
$40

Visit our complete selection

of Books and DVDs online

The average age of our workforce is 32. Our
two kids, ages 6 and 7, are responsible for putting the self-adhering logo labels on the boxes.
My 83 year old father hand-cuts and inspects
every one of the thousands of noise suppression bumpers we use from our “satellite production facility” on Long Island.
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“My wife may not hunt, but she recognizes quality
craftsmanship. When I showed her your product
her immediate comment was, ‘You can always tell
when someone cares about the product they make.’ I
learned long ago not to argue with my wife.”
~Thomas McIntyre,
Field and Stream Shooting Editor

Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

FOOTWEAR & PH BELT
Courtney Boot Company®
Selous Boot

Chris Rice, the founder of The Courtney Boot Company, grew up in the shoemaking business. When the Rhodesian Bush War began he could not find a
pair of boots tough enough to withstand weeks on patrol so he began making
his own. The rest is history. Constructed entirely by hand of genuine game skin,
each is as individual as the serial number it bears. Select Cape buffalo hide forms the
incredibly tough uppers with a soft impala skin padded collar surrounding the ankle
and lower calf to provide exceptional support and comfort. These boots are preSelous Boot
sented with a full range of accessories including polish, cloth, brush, spare laces and alternative innersoles to keep them
in perfect condition for your next adventure. Available in all popular men’s and women’s half and full sizes. $285

The Frontier

These great looking boots were designed expressly for American customers who
wanted a boot with a more North American character. Select Cape buffalo hide
forms the incredibly tough uppers with a soft impala skin padded collar supporting
the lower foot to provide exceptional support and comfort. These boots come with a
full range of accessories including polish, cloth, brush, spare laces and alternative innersoles
to keep them in perfect condition for your next adventure. Available in all popular men’s and
women’s half and full sizes. $235

The Frontier

Rohner® Trekking Socks

Rohner Trekking Socks are made with the best “itch-less” merino wool and man-made
fibers available. They are arguably the finest, most comfortable hiking socks in the world
and come from Switzerland. The unique cushioning system is engineered to meet the
demands of anyone who puts a lot of mileage on their boots. Available in the following
men’s sizes S (4-5.5), M (6-8), L (8.5-10) and XL (10.5-12.5). $20

Texas Hunt Co.® ph belt & gaiters

Our PH Belt and Gaiters have been tested by Craig Boddington in the Zambezi
River region of Zimbabwe for several seasons and are still going strong. The PH belt
comes complete with two 5 round belt feed ammo holders, GPS/Flashlight Sheath
and a Knife/Utility Tool Pouch. The Gaiters will keep those sharp stones out of your
boots so you can keep up with the trackers as they unravel the spoor. PH Belt is available in S (28”-34’), M (34”-42”), L (42”-48”) and XL (48”-54”) sizes. $140; Gaiters are
available in same sizes as the Rohner Socks - S, M, L and XL. $30

PH Belt

Gaiters
Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599

We pin the tops of our
Premium Grade, Platinum
shooting stick connectors
the same way a Samurai
sword handle is pinned
to the tang. Credit goes
to my Dad for the idea
and for liberating the
sword from the Japanese
battleship Nagato.
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KNIVES
Thump and Raindrop Folders

Corrie Schoeman has been making knives since 1965. His attention to detail, incredible workmanship and the fact that he does 100% of the work and fitting on
machinery he designed and built gives him the ability to make
true works of art. He sets citrines or rubies in the thumb stud
and spine and adds beautiful file work to the top of the handhammered Ettore Gianferrari Damascus blade, liners and backbar. The handle is petrified Mammoth Molar. These 7.5” folders
are exceptional pieces, and you will be hard-pressed to find a knife
made with such tremendous care and skill at any price.
Thump(Top Photo) Folder-$999 Raindrop(bottom) Folder-$999

Thump

Raindrop

Dagga Boy and Ivory knives

These two exclusive offerings feature an ergonomically designed handle of polished Cape buffalo horn with creamy
warthog ivory. The design incorporates a unique bolster shape
that ensures a solid grip. 8” overall with a 4” blade of 12C27
Scandian stainless that has a Rockwell hardness of 58/59.
Dagga Boy Skinner-$499 Dagga Boy Drop Point-$499

Doctari Knife

Drop Point

Skinner

The story behind this knife is recounted by Dr. Kevin Robertson, author of the One Shot
books: “When I underwent the Proficiency exam to become a Zimbabwean PH, my
group skinned and de-boned five elephants in five days. The knife which I used was of my
own design. This experience is built into the design of this knife that has been expertly translated by Theuns Prinsloo. The giraffe shinbone handle is designed for comfort. The 2.5 mm
blade is the ideal thickness for easy cutting, while 12C27 Sandvik Swedish stainless steel,
hardened to 58/59 Rockwell, possesses the best combination for both edge holding qualities
Doctari Knife
and ease of re-sharpening.” $499
Blade Magazine called
our featured custom knife
Big Bowie Skinner and Drop Point HunteR
maker,
South African Theuns
Beautifully designed heavy-duty knives of 440 stainless with an extra thick tang for the
toughest jobs. These semi-custom knives by Arno Bernard Jr. combine gorgeous lines with Prinsloo, “one of the most
talented makers in the world”.
Lacewood or Desert Ironwood handles. They are approximately 9” overall with a 5” blade.
Order one of each for a matched set by one of South Africa’s
most talented up-and-coming makers.
When ordering, please specify:
Drop Point Hunter-$299
Desert Ironwood
Big Bowie Skinner-$299
Lacewood

Drop Point Hunter
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Big Bowie Skinner

Disclaimer: When you purchase a knife or knives from African
Sporting Creations you represent by your actions as a condition
of your purchase that you are of legal age, and that these items can
be legally purchased and possessed by you under your applicable
local, city, county, state and federal laws. Check with your local
authorities before making your purchase.

Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

KNIVES, Canes, spears & shields
Warthog and Sheep Horn Scalpels

These semi-custom small knives by Arno Bernard Jr. are a tremendous value. They
keep a great edge and are equally suited for cutting a notch in a favorite cigar or field
dressing the largest game. Knives measure approximately 5” overall with a 2” razor-sharp
blade. $149

Scrimshawed Big Five Sword or Walking Cane

Both are approximately 36” overall and have a polished, trophy-sized warthog
tusk handle that flows into the shaft for a flawlessly smooth transition. The
tusk has a flat surface along one side which is expertly scrimshawed with an
extremely detailed image depicting all of the African “Big Five”. The shaft
features a substantial piece of exotic African wood that will darken with age.
The sword cane has a concealed trigger mechanism that you simply push away
from you to release the three-edged stainless steel razor-sharp circular push
dagger. Due to state law, sword cane can not be shipped to CA, WI, AR, MA or
NY. Sword Cane-$599 Walking Cane-$349

Rhodesian Teak Pool Cue/
Cane/Spear Stand

This beautifully made piece features one of the most striking exotic wood species to be found
anywhere and sturdy solid wood construction. The 8 holes on top of the stand line up with
recesses on the bottom so your treasures stay put. At 30 pounds, you can display your pool
cue, spear or cane collection without ever having to worry about it tipping over. Now you can free
up wall space, always in high demand in trophy rooms. Ships flat and assembles in 15 minutes. $399

Antique African Spears

We have one of the largest private collections in the country and specialize in Maasai lion spears. Most are
75 to 100 years old and are acquired from European museums or at auction. Many are coated from the
soot of hundreds of wood fires and are readily distinguishable from their mass-produced contemporaries.
After the chief and the witch doctor, the weapon makers were the most revered individuals in the village. What
they did with their rudimentary blacksmithing tools is nothing short of amazing! Call us and tell us what
you are looking for. Chances are we’ll have one available. Prices range from $399 for more common
varieties to $1199 for very rare Zulu Assegai spears.

Antique Shields

We have all sizes, shapes and materials in our extensive inventory which includes
everything from small stick fighting shields to large battle shields. Prices range from $299
for more common varieties to $899 for old Maasai or Zulu pieces.

Disclaimer: When you purchase a Sword Cane, spear or knife from African Sporting Creations you represent by your
actions as a condition of your purchase that you are of legal age, and that the Sword Cane, spear and/or knife can be
legally purchased and possessed by you under your applicable local, city, county, state and federal laws. Many states classify Sword Canes as concealed weapons so make sure you check with your local authorities before making your purchase.
Sorry, we are not able to ship sword canes to CA, NY, MA, AR or WI.

Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599
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Sunglasses
Wiley X®

Wiley X makes no-compromise sunglasses that offer the
best styling and impact protection available. We offer
four different models. The Brick and Jake feature a removable facial cavity that protects your eyes from wind and debris without fogging - perfect for when you are in the back
of the second vehicle on a dusty African road or hunting in
the Karoo. The Romer II, a stylish tactical model preferred
by Navy Seals, exceeds military specifications for ballistic
impact protection. If you’re going after tigerfish, we offer
the P-17, a polarized model for fishing. Whatever the application, these glasses offer protection for your eyes that you can
count on. All come with a hard case and polishing cloth.
Brick (light adjusting) w/facial cavity-$140
Jake w/facial cavity-$84
Romer II Impact Resistant-$84
P-17 Green Polarized Fishing-$126

Jake

Brick

P-17

Romer II

Snake chaps

TurtleSkin® SnakeArmor

Hunting Pants, Hunting Chaps and Snake Gaiters protect against snakebites and are
certified for all venomous snakes found in the USA and South Africa. SnakeArmor
products and gloves also protect you from thorns, briars and cactus and are great for saving wear and tear on your hands and knees while crawling through the African bush stalking that 60” trophy kudu. These are the finest products of their type on the market. SnakeArmor’s protective materials
are engineered to offer the highest performance and puncture protection in a soft, flexible, waterproof garment that
weighs 1/3 less than traditional rigid snakebite protection gear.
Chaps-short (under 5’7”), medium 5’8”-6’ and tall (6’1” or above) in regular or husky- $235
Pants- 32”-42” waist/30”, 32” or 34” inseam - $170
Reversible Gaiters-one size fits all - $130
Cut and Puncture Resistant Gloves-S, M, L and XL - $84

Reversible Gaiters
Chaps
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Cut & Puncture
Resistant Gloves

Pants

Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

FIRST AID
Adventure Medical Gear® first aid kits

Adventure Medical Gear relies on the expertise of world
authorities in wilderness medicine and survival techniques in
developing and bringing you the most innovative products to keep you safe in
the outdoors. First Aid Kits are an essential part of your gear, especially in Africa
where yours may be the only sterile materials for hundreds of miles. We strongly
recommend that you bring your own. Outfitter (up to 14 people/days) -$99;
Medium Kit (up to 7 people/days) -$59; Small Kit (up to 4 people/days) -$39

Medium Kit

Blister Care KIT

One of our customers spent half of his safari and several thousand dollars flying into town from camp to get treatment for a badly infected blister, something he could have prevented by packing a good first aid kit and blister care
products. We’ll send you three indispensable kits for one convenient price:
a Blister Medic, pre-cut moleskin, and Blist-O-Ban self-adhesive bandages.
Blister Care kit-$25

Blister Care

Bug and Tick Repellant Kit

This kit gives you some relief from critters that love to eat American. Our kit
covers all the bases with a travel-sized pack of 30 Deet tick and insect wipes,
100 Max Deet Tick and Insect Repellant Spray, and 3M Ulrathon 34% Deet
solution - all for one convenient price. $21

alternative medicine luggage
Scotch Carrier

Bug & Tick Repellant

Nothing eases pain like a good Scotch! These custom-made, extra thick,
hand-stitched, vegetable-tanned leather carriers are the finest we have
ever come across and will ensure that your spirit of choice travels safely. Each
substantial piece measures 13” across, 7.5” deep and 4” tall, and comes complete with four glasses separated by a thick leather flap. The workmanship on
these pieces is unmatched, and they are unlike any we have ever seen. Please
note that the glasses featured in this set traveled all the way from Africa in the
carrier and arrived in one piece without any extra padding inside. $399

We have repaired three sets of Shooting Sticks in the past seven years. One was left downrange
and someone shot the connector, one was leaning against a generator when it was run over by a
truck, and the other had a Cape buffalo loaded on top of it when propped up against a seat. In all
of the above cases, we repaired them with our complements and paid the return shipping. While
we strive to only offer products that will provide several lifetimes of enjoyment, if one of them does
not perform as expected or gets damaged, we will fix it, replace it or refund your money.
Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599
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office tools
Elephant Ivory Pens

These pens are hand-turned from a plug of genuine pre-ban elephant ivory and African
blackwood to make a stunning and functional conversation piece. These exceptional
writing instruments are accented with gold or platinum plated hardware and take
standard refills to provide years of enjoyment. Pens come complete with a beautiful
presentation box. Due to state law, cannot be shipped to CA, IL, NY or MA. $499

Elephant Ivory Pen

jumbo tusk Set

This letter opener and magnifying glass set features matching jumbo-sized
warthog tusk handles and brushed bronze hardware. The tusks are expertly
scrimshawed with the “Big Five” and capped with a hand-turned piece of
polished exotic bubinga wood. These items are the best money can buy and
extremely unique. $399
Jumbo Tusk Set

Tusk Office Set (4 pcs. w/stand)

This beautiful set features a hand-turned, exotic wood stand that
combines African bubinga with a polished warthog tusk handle.
It includes three matching African Blackwood pieces that are
turned by hand: a pen, letter opener, and magnifying glass, all
with 24 ct. gold-plated hardware. Absolutely gorgeous! $399

Tusk Office Set

men’s JEWELRY & Accessories
Men’s Elephant Knot Sterling Silver
Gemsbok (Oryx) HORN BRACELET

This cuff bracelet is durable and unique. It is crafted using a proprietary process that
makes the gemsbok horn pliable enough to be cut into durable, jet black strands of
various thicknesses. The inky darkness of the horn contrasts beautifully with the
solid sterling silver hardware. $199 each

Ivory Warthog Tusk
Zipper Pull & Key Ring

Sterling Silver/
Gemsbok Bracelet

These jewelry quality pieces are hand-buffed to a satin luster and topped with
a custom-fitted brass cap that secures the stainless steel post. These beauties fit
perfectly in your hand and make an ideal stocking stuffer. Available in three sizes.
Small 1” Zipper Pulls-$29; Medium 3” Ring (Shown)-$49; Jumbo 5” Ring-$69
Ivory Warthog Key Ring
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“At first I thought your products were a little pricey but after using several
of them and comparing them to several other (lower priced) products I have
come to the conclusion they are worth every penny. Great product!
~ Mike G-Kingston, NH

Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

WOMEN’S JEWELRY & accessories
Cristina Trujillo Afrika Collection

Cristina is a newcomer to the jewelry field but she is making a name for herself with her
natural ability and highly developed sense of style. This stunning set of matching necklace,
bracelet and earrings combines solid 925 sterling silver with hand-painted pieces of bone
decorated using a centuries-old pigment and application method. Each piece of sun-dried
polished bone is hand-painted by nomadic tribesmen from Africa so no two are alike. In
terms of length the necklace is 20”, the bracelet is 7 ¼” and the earrings have a 1 ½” drop
These gorgeous pieces are the perfect accessory for any occasion and an elegant statement of
personal style. All three pieces-$499

Cristina Trujillo Collection

Zebra Jewelry Set

This set will put you on the cutting edge of the hottest jewelry trend of the year. White
hair-on cowhide is meticulously hand-painted with a natural zebra pattern for a stunning and exotic look sure to get plenty of attention. Each set includes all three stainless
pieces: the earrings, choker with pendant, and cuff bracelet. Order yours today and start
enjoying the compliments. $199
Zebra Jewelry Set

Women’s Sterling Silver Gemsbok (Oryx)

This horn cuff bracelet is made the same way as the men’s model but scaled to fit a woman’s wrist.
The darkness of the horn contrasts beautifully with the solid sterling silver hardware showcased
on each style. For an even more striking statement, combine two or more on the same wrist.
The Elegance has the rectangular bands, and the Two Strand features two
silver strands running through it. $199 each

“For hunters who demand the very best!”
		
~ Jim Carmichel
		
Shooting Editor for Outdoor Life

Zebra Shotgun Shell Carriers

Women’s
Medium
Elegance
Women’s Two-Strand Rope

These stunning shell carriers showcase the beauty of real Burchell zebra hide. They are
constructed using a heavy-duty leather backing with suede billows to allow for expansion.
The 100-shell carrier has a thick divider in the middle to separate live from fired ammo or
different shot sizes. Put a box of 12 or 20 gauge in the single box carrier, and you are ready
to shoot a round of skeet. Fill up the Spare Pair Carrier on your way to the next station to
make sure you always have a few extra shells ready. While we cannot guarantee they will
improve your scores, we have been told our carriers can distract the other shooters just
enough to give you an edge! Set of three zebra shotgun shell carriers-$349
		
“Thanks for spending so much with me to get my trophy room just right. The African spear, shields
and battle axe are the first thing folks are drawn to when they enter. The Rhodesian Teak pieces are
even nicer than in the pictures. I have never seen any wood quite like it and the quality is outstanding!
Can’t wait to get the other (special order) items, please let me know when to expect them.”
~ Ed B. Dillsburg, PA
Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599
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TROPHY ROOM FURNITURE
British Campaign Chair and Table

These beautiful and functional pieces are almost identical to the ones designed for
the British military over 100 years ago. A Boer War museum in South Africa lent the
company that makes these stunning reproductions several original pieces so they could
replicate the construction and scale. Each piece is handmade, one at a time, by skilled
South African artisans and features beautiful African mahogany frames, thick saddle
leather, solid brass fittings and the same heavy-duty canvas that covers most of the safari
vehicle seats in sub-Saharan Africa. Just like the originals, these chairs and tables are
extremely sturdy and designed to go together quickly and break down in minutes. They
come complete with a heavy-duty canvas storage tote so they are always ready for your
next outing. These heirloom-quality creations are attractive enough to be displayed inside
and rugged enough for field use. Order a set today and take a little bit of British ingenuity
with you wherever you go!
Campaign Chair - $599 Campaign Table - $449 2 Chairs/1 Table-$1,399 (Save $250)

Tusk Gun Racks

Choose from real warthog or hippo tusk
ivory in single or double gun configurations
featuring your choice among five beautiful
exotic woods (Zebra, Bubinga, Iroko, Jarrah
or Andiroba) that run the gamut of the wood
color spectrum. These racks are made by a
master cabinetmaker and include integrated
Kwik Hang brackets that will have them hung
in no time at all. Simply send us a tracing of your prized firearm, and we will place
the tusks to ensure it is centered and level. Starting at $749

The South African
company that handcrafts
the furniture above,
started out making
heavy-duty canvas seat
covers. Their covers
are used on most of the
Dark Continent’s Safari
vehicles and they use the
same material for their
furniture and luggage.

A Board Certified Prosthodontist (dental implants) set us up with a mini-lab to ensure the ivory tusks we
use on our rifle racks will last several lifetimes. We use the same machinery and epoxies he uses. My brother
said it was one of the highlights of his career!

African Bubinga Humidor

This jumbo-sized humidor has 12 coats of lacquer on it for a piano finish, and the
lid is set off by exquisite inlays of exotic woods. This humidor is a true work of
art and features a Spanish cedar lining, dual levels with dividers,
a humidification system, brass inset handles, a felt-lined accessory
drawer, lock and key, and much more. $399
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Order Securely Online at www.AfricanSC.com

cigar & Spirit accessories
Scrimshawed Mammoth Ivory Cigar Cutters

The grips on these cigar cutters are made from genuine 10,000-year-old mammoth
ivory that can be scrimshawed with any of the Big Five, and each comes complete
with an alligator skin case. These cutters feature the best hardware available so you
never have to worry about sharpening. You have seen these cigar cutters in the
Robb Report, Cigar Aficionado and many other publications, and now they can
be yours. Specify elephant, buffalo, lion or leopard. $329 each

Ivory Cigar Cutters

Double Wine Carrier

Our Kilifi wine cooler will make sure your two bottles of wine arrive at your
destination chilled and intact. The cooler contains an insulated bag and has room
for four of your glasses in two separate compartments, one in the main area and
another in the back. Heavy flaps of leather separate the glasses for protection. This
substantial piece measures 9” across, 7.5” deep and 15” tall and comes with a detachable
leather carry strap. An impressive gift for your wine-loving friends! $599

Pre-ban Elephant Ivory
Wine Stoppers

Elephant Ivory
Wine Stopper

Double Wine Carrier

These stoppers combine a thick, pre-ban elephant
ivory medallion that is custom-fitted into the top and turned to a point to increase
the visual impact of the piece. The two exotic woods offered, African Blackwood
and African Bubinga, are extremely dense and take a beautiful finish. These extralarge stoppers make a beautiful and memorable presentation. Due to state law, this
stopper can not be shipped to CA, IL, MA or NY. $129

Warthog Openers

These openers are easily distinguishable from those made for the curio trade
that generally do not stay together past the first six-pack or case of wine.
An old German silversmith in Namibia handcrafts each one with a meticulous
attention to detail. Each piece is polished by hand for a beautiful, satin gloss finish.
The workmanship is flawless, and these openers will last a lifetime. The warthog
tusks measure approximately 6” around the curve for medium, 7.5” for large and
approximately 9” for the extra-large. We offer bottle openers and combination
openers (bottle and wine) in a variety of sizes.
Medium Opener-$79 ; Large Opener-$89; XL Opener-$99; XL Combo-$119
Warthog Openers

Our unique products are perfect for the discriminating hunter who has everything. Still unsure? Call us for
a recommendation or to learn more about the extra service we offer with our Gift Certificates. The breadth
of our offering also means we can design a memorable employee recognition or customer appreciation
program for you.
Questions? Call us at (419) 529-5599
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1421 Lexington Ave. Suite 257 | Mansfield, OH 44907
www.AfricanSC.com | (419) 529-5599 | info@AfricanSC.com

Check out our web site
for 100’s of more items

Plus...

* Easy to Use Shopping cart
* Create an account
* Automatic shipping
calculations
* Full color photos
* Helpful product details
* Mailing List Sign-Up
* Frequently Asked Questions
* What’s New Section
* Gift Ideas
* Product Reviews
* Show Schedule

“I have worn my Crocodile Ranger Belt for the past year and it
still looks brand new. The last one I ordered from a big mail order
outlet cost about half as much and delaminated after two months.
You always get what you pay for! “
Gary M, Fairfax, VA

crocodile accessories
Australian Saltwater Crocodile Belts

These belts are the best we have ever seen and feature the durable and dramatic “hornback” portion of the hide. This highly sought-after type of crocodile
leather is usually reserved for high fashion items but our small batch maker
incorporates this prized cut into every belt he makes. While there are many
other croc belts out there, we have never come across one that combines the
“hornback” section with one-piece construction and tough-as-nails durability.
We passed on a number of belts that patched together several short pieces of
less desirable belly skins before coming across these impressive belts. We guarantee you will not be disappointed with either the casual Ranger style or the
more formal Dress style. Order yours today and start turning heads tomorrow!
Even sizes, 32”-46”. $349 each

Australian Saltwater
Crocodile Wallet

Ranger Belt

Dress Belt

These beautifully crafted wallets are made by our belt maker and match
the belts perfectly. They are available in brown or black, look great, and
will provide years of service. $349

